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Land-Surface Modeling
Canopy Conductance



Dave Randall 

SiB worked fine when run with “prescribed” 
climate. 
However, when it was run in the climate model, 
the land areas of the planet dried up and 
became deserts. 

Dave referred to this as: 
“Stomatal Suicide” 

This gave us an opening to 
try to fix it with physiology. 



transpiration and conductance 

Stomatal Conductance is a linear function of VPD 
but the sensitivity changes with temperature. 

If this isn’t taken into account, stomata shut when temperature 
increases, causing temperature to increase further. 

Using our stomata-photosynthesis model “cured” stomatal depression. 

Tim Ball 
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The “Greening” of the CSU-GCM
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Beer, C., Reichstein, M., Tomelleri, E., Ciais, P., Jung, M., Carvalhais, N., et al. (2010). Terrestrial Gross Carbon Dioxide Uptake: Global 
Distribution and Covariation with Climate. SCIENCE,, 329(5993), 834–838. doi:10.1126/science.1184984

There are large uncertainties in Photosynthesis



Sellers 1987, Quantitative Remote Sensing



Sellers showed that NIR reflectance is strongly correlated with APAR

However, NIR reflectance from other materials in 
mixed scene would contaminate this nice 
relationship.





HyPlant (aircraft) Image
•  SIF is specific to vegetation

•  SIF varies independently to greennees
•  Variation is larger than expected

Uwe Rascher







NIRT * NDVI

SIF Correlates with NIR Reflectance 

We have come up with a new way to use MODIS data to obtain 
a metric, the NIRv, which we consider to be the NIR refection 
from the vegetation of a mixed scene. It is approximated as 
NIRv =NIRt  * NDVI and it correlates remarkably well with SIF 
and GPP.





SIF Correlates Strongly with (MPI) GPP

(Guanter et al., Remote Sensing of Environment 133 (2013) 52–61) 
 



MPI-GPP at 0.5o vs SIF (GOME-2) or NIRV (MODIS) 





We have come up with a new way to use MODIS data to obtain 
a metric, the NIRv, which we consider to be the NIR refection 
from the vegetation of a mixed scene. It is approximated as 
NIRV =NIRT  * NDVI and it correlates remarkably well with SIF 
and GPP.  This appears to be a subtle feature of canopy 
structure.



Chlorophyll

ΦF=KF/KT
Where KF is a constant



Schlau-Cohen, G. S., & Berry, J. (2015). Photosynthetic fluorescence, 
from molecule to planet. Physics Today, 68(9), 66–67. http://doi.org/
10.1063/PT.3.2924



▾ Modeling studies with SCOPE indicate that NIRV 
permits us to separate control of SIF into 2 
components.
•Physiological control of the fluorescence yield
•Leaf display and light interception

• Remarkably BOTH seem to be correlated with GPP



Final Thoughts:
•   SIF is turning out to be surprisingly useful:

•   Seems to be proportional to GPP;
•   Indicates drought;
•   Indicates beginning and end of growing season. 

•   It is also a hot topic in fundamental research on 
photosynthesis. 

•   Fluorescence is a product of photosynthesis which 
can be modeled and measured over the globe. If 
we model SIF correctly does it mean that we have 
modeled GPP correctly? 

• We have come up with a new way to use MODIS 
data to obtain a metric, the NIRv, which we 
consider to be the NIR refection from the 
vegetation of a mixed scene. It is approximated as 
NIRv =NIRt  * NDVI and it correlates remarkably 
well with SIF and GPP.
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Fluorescence vs. the electron transport rate (ETR)



Summary
• Studies of the mechanisms controlling 
fluorescence provide a good basis for 
predicting the yield of solar induced 
fluorescence (SIF).

• Feedback mechanisms appear to keep 
fluorescence yield fairly constant.

• Stress (cold, drought, heat) generally tends to 
reduce fluorescence.

• Observations of SIF generally show larger 
changes than predicted based on physiological 
parameterizations.  Seems like structure also 
plays a role
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X  (Feedback Factor)

x  high temperature
o low light

● all other data

Finding and empirical expression for KN

Tol, C., Berry, J. A., Campbell, P. K. E., Campbell, P., & Rascher, U. (2014). Models of 
fluorescence and photosynthesis for interpreting measurements of solar‐induced 
chlorophyll fluorescence. Journal of Geophysical Research-Biogeosciences, 119(12), 
2312–2327. http://doi.org/10.1002/2014JG002713





Relating PAM levels to absolute yields

Tol, C., Berry, J. A., Campbell, P. K. E., Campbell, P., & Rascher, U. (2014). Models of 
fluorescence and photosynthesis for interpreting measurements of solar‐induced 
chlorophyll fluorescence. Journal of Geophysical Research-Biogeosciences, 119(12), 
2312–2327. http://doi.org/10.1002/2014JG002713



Schlau-Cohen, G. S., & Berry, J. (2015). Photosynthetic fluorescence, 
from molecule to planet. Physics Today, 68(9), 66–67. http://doi.org/
10.1063/PT.3.2924



Comparison of SIF Capable Satellites
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To summarize:

Breakthroughs aren’t obvious until they happen.

The pieces that ultimately fit together are the key to 
breakthroughs; we need to be looking for them, and we 
need cultivate them.

In light of the Decadal Survey, I’d like to make the point 
that the NASA centers are a tremendous resource for 
finding and cultivating this “scientific potential energy”

flipping the switches of the universe



That’s how we got here.  Now, where are we going? 

Several speakers have already mentioned fluorescence

Plascyk, J. A. (1975). The MK II Fraunhofer Line Discriminator 
(FLD-II) for Airborne and Orbital Remote Sensing of Solar-
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http://doi.org/10.1117/12.7971842
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Geophysical Research Letters, 34(8), L08401. http://doi.org/
10.1029/2007GL029289

Frankenberg, C., Butz, A., & Toon, G. C. (2011). Disentangling 
chlorophyll fluorescence from atmospheric scattering effects in 
O 2A-band spectra of reflected sun-light. GEOPHYSICAL 
RESEARCH LETTERS, 38(3), L03801. doi:
10.1029/2010GL045896

Joiner, J., Yoshida, Y., Vasilkov, A. P., Yoshida, Y., Corp, L. A., 
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•  Fluorescence from terrestrial 
plants is difficult to measure 
because it is mixed with reflected 
sunlight.

•  In-filling of lines in the solar 
spectrum can be used to distinguish 
fluorescence from reflected light.

•  It takes a special high resolution 
spectrometer.  So far it has been 
accomplished with 5 satellites





Antenna Complex PS-II Reaction Center

photodamage 

Non-photochemical 
Quenching

Fleming, G. R., Schlau-Cohen, G. S., Amarnath, K., & Zaks, J. (2012). Design 
principles of photosynthetic light-harvesting. Faraday Discussions, 155, 27. 
http://doi.org/10.1039/c1fd00078k

Fluorescence in Photosynthesis Research



Non Photochemical Quenching

Schlau-Cohen, G. S., Bockenhauer, S., Wang, Q., & Moerner, W. E. (2014). Single-molecule spectroscopy of photosynthetic 
proteins in solution: exploration of structure–function relationships. Chemical Science, 5(8), 2933. http://doi.org/10.1039/
c4sc00582a
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PAR fPAR aPAR SIF

GPP

NDVI
 EVI

ϵF

ϵP

GPP, SIF & Veg. Indices 



aPA
R = f(NDVI) × PAR

GPP =

=

aPAR × ϵP

aPAR × ϵFSIF

GPP and Solar Induced Fluorescence (SIF) 



𝞮P vs. 𝞮F    at Flux Towers 

Grayson Badgley, John Kimball et al.



Baseline model  [CO2]i,j

Flour. model  [CO2]i,j

PCTM, atmos. transport model

CASA, carbon cycle model
G. James Collatz, Joanna Joiner, Stephan R Kawa et al. 
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Fluorescence Responds to Drought

Ian Baker, Joanna Joiner & Scott Denning



Yang, X., Tang, J., Mustard, J. F., Lee, J.-E., 
Rossini, M., Joiner, J., et al. (2015). Solar‐induced 
chlorophyll fluorescence correlates with canopy 
photosynthesis on diurnal and seasonal scales in a 
temperate deciduous forest. Geophysical Research 
Letters, n/a–n/a. http://doi.org/
10.1002/2015GL063201

Studies of fluorescence 
(SIF) at HF flux tower.
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but understanding the mechanism is 
a critical first step.

We need to consider hierarchy of scales 

SIF
















